Request For information under Right to Information Act (2005)

Hyderabad
29 Apr 2019

To:
Public Information Officer
Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (POWERGRID)
6-6-8/32 395E Old Praga
Tools Premises Kavadiguda Road
Secunderabad, TG 500080

Subject: Regarding recruitment for the post of Engineer (Telecom)
(Post Id-167) vide advt. no: CC/05/2018 dated 09.05.2018

Dear Sir/Madam:

Pursuant to the Right to Information Act (2005), I hereby request the
following information:

Please provide information on the following (regarding selection of Engineer
(Telecom)(Post Id-167) vide. advt. no: CC/05/2018 dated 09.05.2018):

1. Lowest marks scored in (the computer based test held on 08/12/2018) by
   the candidate(s) declared qualified for the interview

2. Highest marks scored by a candidate in the computer based test (CBT)

3. Lowest marks scored by a GENERAL/UR category student in the CBT

4. Highest marks awarded to a candidate in the interview stage

5. Lowest marks awarded to a candidate in the interview stage

6. Lowest marks (TOTAL) scored by a candidate finally selected for the post

7. Highest marks (TOTAL) scored by a candidate finally selected for the post

8. Lowest marks (TOTAL) scored by a GENERAL/UR candidate finally selected
   for the post

Please provide clear copies of or verified links to any gazettes, notifications,
circulars or any other public communications, as well as reports, budget
documents, expense statements, invoices, meeting notes, checklists, office
memos or emails that provide information on this matter. See Section 2(i) and
2(j) of the RTI Act (2005).

In conforming to Section 6(3), if this information is not within your control
please transfer the request to the appropriate PIO and inform me of the
transfer.

I have included an IPO (48F 824862) in the amount of ₹10. Kindly inform me
of any additional charges associated with fulfilling this request.
In the interest of expediency, and to minimize the research and/or duplication burden on your staff, send records electronically if possible. The email address is provided below. Otherwise, please send clear photocopies to the postal address.

Email: ixyba7kd@yourti.in
Postal reply to: Kareem Ansari
Yugantar (IXYBA7KD)
3-4-142/6, Barkatpura
Hyderabad 500027

Sincerely,

Kareem Ansari